
General Instructions - Language: English
General Instructions for the Examina-
tions
• The time available for solving the problems on
each day is 5 hours.

• In case of problems raise the appropriate colored
sign (HELP, BATHROOM, PAPER, WATER/SNACK)
and wait for a staff member to help you.

• Use only the pen, pencil, ruler, and papers (blank
and graph) provided. Additionally, you may use a
calculator.

• Please provide clear reasoning for all steps in your
solutions. In particular, all intermediate calcula-
tions should be given, and only thosemathematical
steps dropped, which can be done in mind.

• Please write as little text as possible. Express
yourself in equations, numbers, figures, and plots,
whenever possible. Where textual explanations
are necessary, you are encouraged to use English
even if you are not sure about the grammar. You
can also provide explanations parallel in English
and your native language. This helps the markers,
and in the case of misunderstandings, the text in
your native language serves as a reference.

• Partial credit can be obtained even if you cannot
completely solve a problem, but understand some
of the steps which need to be done, and have doc-
umented it clearly in your paper.

• Indicate in the boxes at the top of each page your
student code, the part of the problem you are solv-
ing, the successive number of the page.

• When the time for writing is over, write the total
number of pages for each problem in the boxes
at the top of each page. Arrange the sheets that
you want graded for each problem, ordered by the
page number. Put the cover sheet on top of the
sheets. Place the sheets on the table and wait for
the staff members to collect your paper.

• You may leave the hall only after the papers of all
students are collected and staff members tell you
so.

• You are not allowed to take anything out of the hall
except your calculator.


